
SIMUN-LAMP

Floor standing lamp, 
built with hydraulic 
components and a 
demijohn container

Here, Post Design is 
interpreted as a 
imaginative solution 
of reuse, for a very 
suggestive result

      
         The unmarked images  are made by M. G. Villa  

Photo made by Giampaolo Casagrande 



This lamp, born from the creative genius and industriousness of Simun, has been slightly reworked and then proposed 
by Lab-Design. It is built with only used leftovers: a curved water tube, an autoclave lid and the bowl – of an exclusive 
colour – with which it is built a demijohn. Simun emphases that the common factor of the parts used is the liquid 
element previously contained in them. The SIMUN-LAMP lamp can be quickly disassembled into three pieces and is very 
easy to reassemble and transport. It looks beautiful like a drop of water running down a tap, it is proportionate in shape 
and very original in its components. For this reason it will certainly provoke attention and appreciation. 

Recovery and initial processing on the 
metal structure of the SIMUN-LAMP

DATA SHEET

Total height 160 
cm
Maximum width 
50 cm
Pedestal: 
diameter 46 cm, 
height 13 cm
Glass bowl: 
diameter 37, 
height 54 cm.
6 led lamps  35 
w.
Weight 11 kg
Materials: iron, 
glass bowl, led 
lamps



Testing and 
assembly of the 
pieces. Anchoring 
the bowl



Final fittings and positioning of the 
lamps
 

Tests for the arrangement of the lamps



      

                             SIMUN-LAMP in use in different positions

 



WHERE DO I PUT IT?  

SIMUN-LAMP is a piece of furniture 
that does not go unnoticed. It  can be 
combined with antique or modern 
furniture for its essential lines and the 
shape of its curved stem. It can be 
placed in  receptions, private salons or 
placed next to art paths, which will 
help add character with its beauty 
and originality.
It can be replicated with similar 
structural elements which will make 
each piece unique. A different 
selection of colours can be selected, 
and it can be chosen to affix the 
desired logo or brand. The finishing 
touches will be executed by 
professional craftsmen.



Lounge bar with inclusion of SIMUN-LAMP
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